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Abstract  
Downward continuation is one of the vital steps in pre-processing of satellite gravity gradient (SGG) data when 
recovering the earth gravity field by space-wise method. Mathematic downward continuation model of the SGG data 
based on Poisson integral iteration method was constructed, of which the downward continuation effects based on 
‘Direct’ and ‘Remove-Restore’ schemes were analyzed and discussed with simulated SGG data. Results show that 
the precision of ‘Remove- Restore’ scheme is better than that of the ‘Direct’ scheme at the height of both 5 
kilometers and 250 kilometers, i.e., the ‘Remove- Restore’ technique could improve the precision of downward 
continuation results based on Poisson integral iteration method in a certain degree. 
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1  Foreword 
With the rapid development of satellite gravity gradiometry, more and more spatial gravity data 
could be used to determine the earth gravity field. However, the observations are not on the earth surface 
or the geoid, then, downward continuation of the spatial gravity data is needed in the combination of 
observations both on ground and in space [1]. Downward continuation is unstable which would zoom in 
the high-frequency part of the data in which measuring noise locate. Then, it’s difficult to distinguish 
useful signal from surveying noise. Besides, downward continuation makes the data close to the field 
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source so that it is sensitive to stronger gravity signal, which increases the resolution of the gravity data. 
Thus, downward continuation is of great practice, and is a hot as well as key point in gravity 
measurement research. 
The obit elevation of the GOCE satellite is in the range of 245 kilometers and 255 kilometers. Then, 
in the earth gravity model recovery from SGG, the discrete SGG data on the mean orbit is obtained 
through downward continuation before regular grid observation data divided by latitude and longitude 
with certain resolution calculated through gridding methods. Finally, traditional bound value problems 
are to be solved to get earth gravity model. 
The downward continuation mathematic model of SGG data based on Poisson integral iteration 
method is studied. Simulation of GOCE SGG data is made to validate the model. 
2 Poisson Integral Iteration Method 
Based on Poisson integral formula [2], we get: 
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where, r R hcc  , 2 2 2 cosl r R rR \cc cc   , r is the orbital radius of the satellite, Rcc is the radius of a 
sphere in the satellite orbital plane, h is the distance between the two spheres. 
Let t R rcc ,  (1) could be rewritten as : 
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where, 21 2 cosD t t \   . 
As for that R rcc is a harmonic function, then: 
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The substitution of t R rcc into (3) of which multiply 0 ( , , )PzzT R T Occ in both sides gives  
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Minus (4) from (2) gives  
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Let 1t | in the right side of (5) which will not low the precision, and transformations are made to 
obtain [2]: 
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Equation (6) is the downward continuation formula of SGG data based on Poisson integral iteration 
method. As the first approximation, let: 
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Iteration calculation is based on the following equation: 
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 which is specified due to the precision required as the 
iteration condition to determine when to stop the iteration. 
3 Numerical Experiments And Result Analysis 
Two calculation schemes were made in the downward continuation of SGG in this paper. In one 
scheme, the downward continuation of observation SGG data on satellite orbital plane was made to a 
mean orbital plane (some 250 kilometers) close to the average orbital plane. Boundary value problem 
could be used to recover earth gravity field from SGG data after gridding. In the other scheme, the 
downward continuation of observation SGG data on satellite orbital plane was made to the earth surface, 
then, the combination of various gravitational measurement data such gravity anomaly, vertical 
deflection, geoid height and so on to recover the earth gravity field.  
Based on the detailed nonsingular computation model of disturbing gravity gradient tensor 
components established in ref [4][5], SGG data of grid centre at the resolution of 1°h1° were generated 
by 36 degree and 360 degree of the EGM2008 separately. Take Tzz as an example, of which downward 
continuation put forward in this paper was made to be tested. The simulated Tzz data at the orbital 
elevation of 250 kilometers and the earth surface are treated as the true value. the following are the two 
schemes used. One scheme was called as “direct method”, in which downward continuation of 2 360zzT
 was 
made. The other scheme was called as “remove-restore method”, in which downward continuation of 
37 360
zzT
 was obtained through the reduction of 37 360zzT
  from 2 360zzT
  before the plus of 2 36zzT
  on the earth 
surface or the mean satellite orbital elevation at 250 kilometers.  
Table I shows the statistic results of the 5 kilometers downward continuation to the mean orbital 
elevation through the two schemes, while Table Ċ shows 250 kilometers downward continuation to the 
earth surface.  
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Table I shows that the precision of the “remove-restore method” is 1.086h10-12s-2 which is higher 
than that of the “direct method” at 0.158h 10-12s-2 when applied to the 5 kilometers downward 
continuation of SGG.  
Table Ċ shows precision the precision of the “remove-restore method” is 5.171h10-9s-2  which is 
higher than that of the “direct method” at 0.361h10-12s-2  when applied to the 250 kilometers downward 
continuation of SGG. 
Thus, we could get the conclusion that the “remove-restore method” improves the continuation 
precision in a certain degree at the height of both 5 kilometers and 250 kilometers. 
In order to show the continuation precision in a intuitionistic way, isoline charts of SGG data at the 
height of 250 kilometers and earth surface are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 while that of 5 kilometers and 
250 kilometers downward continuation implemented in the two schemes are shown in Fig.3 to Fig.6. 
The first two groups of figures show that SGG data on the earth surface is some a hundred times 
larger than that of on the 250 kilometers orbital height. The main reason is that gravity potential and of 
which the correlative functional signal decrease with the increasing orbital height.  
The next four groups of pictures show that the downward continuation results of the two schemes 
differs less in the approximation of the true value when applied to 5 kilometers and 250 kilometers 
downward continuation of SGG data. 
4 Conclusion 
Based on the analysis of continuation results of simulated SGG data, the precision, availability and 
efficiency of the Poisson integral iteration method were evaluated.  
No matter the downward continuation distance is 5 kilometers or 250 kilometers, the precision of 
Poisson integral iteration method in “remove-restore” scheme is better than that of the “direct” scheme, 
which shows that the “remove-restore” technology could improve the continuation precision in a certain 
degree. However, in the iteration process, the two iteration values have intimate relationship with the 
other, i.e., error of the former one would transmit to the latter one, which would result in enormous error 
in the final result. What’s more, the method is a time-consuming one, which requires a capable computer. 
In future, a better reference gravity model with the consideration of topography will improve the 
downward continuation results. 
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TABLE. I  DOWNWARD CONTINUATION OF 5 KILOMETERS (UNIT: 10-9s-2) 
scheme max min mean rms 
Direct 
method 0.016965 -0.013849 0.000020 0.001244 
Remove-
restore 
method 
0.017231 -0.012879 0.000010 0.001086 
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TABLE. Ċ DOWNWARD CONTINUATION OF 250 KILOMETERS (UNIT: 10-9s-2) 
scheme max min mean rms 
Direct 
method 62.791732 -140.916642 0.004249 5.171186
Remove-
restore 
method 
62.789623 -140.779064 0.003303 5.170825
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Fig.1 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component at 250 kilometers orbital height 
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Fig.2 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component at the earth surface 
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Fig.3 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component when downward continuation of 5 kilometers (“Direct method”) 
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Fig.4 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component when downward continuation of 5 kilometers (“Remove-Restore method”) 
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Fig.5 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component when downward continuation of 250 kilometers (“Direct method”) 
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Fig.6 3D graph and its isoline chart of Tzz component when downward continuation of 250 kilometers (“Remove-Restore method”) 
